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A necessary condition for the existence of long cycles in a graph involving the Laplacian spectrum 
of graphs is derived. It is based on two theorems which relate the eigenvalues of a graph and the 
eigenvalues of its induced subgraphs. 
Introduction 
There are some important applications of the spectral method in com!katorics 
and graph theory. By the spectra1 method we mean a proof of a nonspectral result 
using the spectrum of graphs or related objects. Let us mention some of the results 
where nonspectral proofs are not known: nonexistence of certain combinatorial 
objects, e.g. distance regular graphs with given parameters [4], Shannon capacity 
of graphs [7], proofs that some graphs are good expanders [1,2,9, lo]. See also 
W.M 11. 
In Section 2 we prove an auxiliary theorem about the behaviour of the Laplacian 
ei&envalues of graphs. This result implies, roughly speaking, that the Laplacian 
eigenvalues of graphs which contain a fixed type of induced subgraphs, cannot 
grow too fast. A violation of slow growth consequently proves the nonexistence of
these subgraphs. Of course, such a proof is a nice demonstration of the spectral 
method. 
In this paper we consider long cycles. in particular, the eigenvalues can be used 
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to prove that certain graphs are not Hamiltonian. The criterion is strong enough to 
prove, on the eigenvalue basis, that the Petersen’s graph has no Hamilton cycle. 
1. Laplacian 
Let G be a finite graph, V= V(G), E = E(G) denoting its vertex and edge set, 
respectively. Throughout the paper it will be assumed that G has no loops but it may 
have multiple edges. We also allow free edges (sometimes called half-edges) which 
are edges of the graph having only one end-vertex. The other end of a free edge is 
“free”. In Fig. 1 a graphical representation of a graph with two free edges is given. 
The set of those vertices of G having free edges is denoted by 8 V and called the 
boundary of the graph. If aV=@, the graph is said to have no boundary. The degree, 
deg(u), of a vertex o E I/is equal to the number of edges emanating from o, including 
free edges. 
An orientation of G is a choice, for each edge eE E, of one of the end-vertices 
of e. Given an orientation, the selected end-vertex of e is dent :ed by i(e) and called 
the initipi vertex of the oriented edge e. The other end-point of e (if there is one) 
is its terminal vertex and is denoted by t(e). A graph together with an orientation 
is said to be an oriented graph. 
Let G be an oriented graph. The incidence matrix of G (w.r.t. the given orienta- 
tion) is a VX E matrix C= C(G) = [c,,],,~ l+=E where 
1, if v = t(e), 
c u-” = -1, if v=i(e), (1.1) 
0, otherwise. 
Denote by l’(V), or I’(G) the set of all 0-cochains, i.e., functions f: V- I?. 
Similarly, I’(E) denotes the set of I-cochains, maps g : E --) IR, which are sometimes 
called flows. The incidence matrix C maps I-cochains into 0-cochains by the follow- 
ing rule. If XE l’(E) then CK&( V) is given by 
(Cx)(o)= (FE x(e)- C X(e). 
> PEE 
r(e) = 1~ i(e) = L, 
So, given a flow X, CX assigns to each vertex v E V the difference between the flow 
\ / 
I 
Fig. 1 
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entering v and the flow going out of v. The transpose of C maps 0-cochains into 
flows: 
Cf)(d = 
f(f(e))-&i(e)), if e is not free, 
_f(i(e)) 
9 if e is a free edge, 
where f~ I”( V). The matrix L = L(G) := CC’ is the Laplacian matrix of the graph 
G. It is easy to see that its entries L,,,, (u, DE V) are: 
and 
L ,,=deg(u), DE v 
L 1IlI = -I{edI (i<e>,t(e)}={u,v>>l, u#L?, 
i.e., -L,,, is the number of edges between u and v. It follows, in particular that 
L(G) does not depend on the orientation. For the quadratic form of L(G) there is 
a handy formula: 
(WMf) = (Clf, C!t’) = c LMe)) -f(W)1 ‘, 
c?EE(G) 
(1.2) 
where f(t(e)) :=0 if e is a free edge. 
The Laplacian matrix of a graph is positive semidefinite, and A = 0 is an eigen- 
value of L(G) if and only if there is a connected component of G containing no free 
edges. Moreover, the multiplicity of zero as the eigenvalue of L(G) is equal to the 
number of such components. Tlus can easily be shown using the relation (1.2). 
We denote by &(G) the kth smallest eigenvalue of G, 1 sk< j VI. So n,(G)5 
A,(G)+*<A , VI(G) are the eigenvalues of L(G), repeated according to their 
multiplicities. We refer the reader to a recent survey [I l] on the spectrum of the 
Laplacian of a graph for further details. 
2. Domain mo,notonicity of eigenvalues 
Let G be a graph, and UC V= V(C). Denote by G(U) the subgraph of G induced 
on U. Its vertex set is U and it contains those edges of G which have all their end- 
vertices (one for half-edges and two otherwise) in U. Another graph, G 1 U, the 
restrktion of G to U, is obtained from G(U) by adding to each vertex u E U that 
many free edges as there are edges in G connecting u to some vertex not in the set 
U. Note that the Laplacian matrix of G 1 U is just the Ux U submatrix of L(G). 
Let Pi, 1/2, . .. . F be disjoint subsets of V, and let U:= b U l$U l U I/,, Y:= /Ui. 
For v E 6, let y(v) denote the number of edges which join v to a vertex in U \ 5. 
For v $ U let y(v) := 0. Similarly, for v E I$ let 6(v) be the number of edges joining 
v E F to a vertex not in r/;:, including those not in U, and let 6(v) = 0 if v $ U. For 
a function p: V + IN, let GI, y (called G resfricfed to F with p free edges) be the 
graph obtained from G(y) by adding, to each vertex v E <, p(v) free edges. in nar- 
titular, G I F=Gld i(. 
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2.1. Theorem (The Domain Monotonicity Theorem). Let 6, I$, . . . , V, be disjoint 
subsets of V(G). Given /?: V(G)-, IhI, let pl s~~s**cs~~ (kr 1 VI U l U i(i) be an 
ordered list of eigen values of the graphs Gi := G ip r/;: , which may be repeated up to 
their multiplicities and their multiple occurrences at different graphs Gi, i = I, . . . , s. 
If 
(a) for any j such that Gj has more than one eigenvalue among the pi, 
/3(o) - 6(u) is constant on I$ _ and 
(b) /3(u)rG(~)+~(u), VE 5, l~jrs, 
then 
&(G)I~~. (2.1) 
Proof. Let pi (i = 1, . . . , r) be an orthonormal set of eigenfunctions for A;(G), and 
v/; similarly for p;. Note that pi is an eigenvalue of some Gj = Cat;). Extend 
~;El’(‘v,(i~) to a function viol’ by setting u/~(v)=Q for v$ V&i,. Since 
ryl , . . . , tyli span a k-dimensional space, and qpl, .. . , pk _ 1 span a (k - I)-dimensional 
space, it follows that there exists a nonnull vector 
k 
VziC, @ilvi 
which is orthogonal to pl, . . . , tpk _ l. By the max-min principle, 
The inner product (ry, IJY) in (2.2) is equal to 
(2.3) 
and for (L~,u, I,Y) we provide an estimate in iire sequel. 
Let us write Ui instead of V&, for the set corresponding to the ith eigenvalue P;. 
The inner products (Llyi, vj) fall into three categories: 
(1) i=j: 
(LrYi, Wil= C tvi(W) - wiWDl’ 
etz E(G) 
=( E Eg (P(v) - WWi(u)2 I tro I 
) [vi(W) - ryiW))12 - ,,,C, 
I 
=P;- ,,,C, (P(V) -6(u))(l/i(V)‘. (2.4) 
, 
(2) i#j, but U;=Uj: 
(Lly,* Vj) = C 
e~:E(G,t,,,1 
[v;(t(e)) - v/;ti(e))l l tVj(t(ej) - Vjtite))l 
- C (P(V) - a(v))rC~i(u)Wjiv) 
1JE U, 
= - (P(v) - 6(u))(&, Wj) = 0. (2.5) 
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(3) Ui + Uj . Let Eii be the set of edges having one end in Ui and the other end 
in L/j. Then: 
tLWi9 Wj) = - C JiW(e))VJ(W, 
-Et, 
(2.6) 
where it is assumed that any edge e E Eij is oriented from Ui to Uj. 
Using these expressions we get 
k k 
tLW9 v/J’ C C aiori(Ly/i9 Vj) 
i=J j=J 
k 
- C C "iclj C Wi(v)wj(u) 
i=J . v,: “, ou E E,, 
ii 
= C Pia:- i C 
i= I i=l ’ 
C [aiajWi(v)Vj(u) +cwfuli(V)21 
“$“, 
wi E E,, 
- i 1 (Ptv) - d(v) - Y(v))flfWi(V)2 
i=l o,EU, 
k 
= 
CP 
i= 1 
itI!,‘-+ i 1 C [Cri~~(V)+cWjv/j(U)]2 
i=l . 
“$“, 
uu E E,, 
- i C (P(V) - dtv) - YCv)h,2 Wi(V)’ 
i=l uELJ, 
This relation, together with (2.2) and (2.3) implies that A+-</+ 0 
(2.7) 
Let us mention some corollaries. in all of them, the notation and assumptions of 
Theorem 2.1 will be used. 
2.2. Corollary. Let p(v) :=6(v) + y(v), v E V(G). Then for kss: 
Proof. Order the graphs Gi so that pi=AI(Gi) are increasing. For ~1 I l 0. I/Q. the 
assumptions (a) and (b) of Theorem 2.1 are satisfied, hence (2.8) follows. n 
2.3. Corollary. Let G b 
Then A,,(G) 5 24. 
vh of order n and with maximal vertex degree A. 
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Proof. Let b, . . . . VI each contain a vertex of G. Apply Theorem 2.1. 0 
2.4. Corollary. Let U c V(G), H:= G 1 U. Then 
A,(H)zI,(G), k= 1,2, . . . . 1Ul. (2.9) 
3. Nonexistence of long cycles 
As an important application of the Domain Monotonicity Theorem we shall 
derive some spectral conditions which Hamiltonian graphs (i.e., graphs admitting 
Hamilton cycles) must satisfy. Graphs violating these conditions are then obviously 
non-Hamiltonian. 
For a given graph G, its subdivision graph S(G) is obtained by replacing each pro- 
per edge e of G by a new vertex of degree two which is joined to both end-points 
of e, and replacing each free edge by a vertex of degree one and joined to the vertex 
incident with this edge. The following result was proved by Kel’mans [6] for simple 
graphs without free edges. His proof applies also for nonsimple graphs. 
3.1. Lemma. Let G be a d-regular graph without free edges, having n vertices and 
m edges. If A,,..., A,, are the Laplacian eigenvalues of G, then the Laplacian eigen- 
values of S (G) are 
(a) J = 2 with multiplicity m - n, and 
(b) for i= 1,2, . . . . n, a,;=+(d+2+ f-i). 
It is easy to see that ~_,~~‘_~~.~~1~_,,52(0,~(~..5~,, assuming ill5 
k%*r&,. To prove that 0_,,12, one can apply Corollary 2.3. 
-We shall need another technical emma. Let C b +,,,,, be the graph obtained from 
the cycle Cl1 by adding, to every second vertex on this cycle, a free edges, and ad- 
ding b free edges to each remaining vertex. See Fig. 2 where C,,, I is presented. 
3.2. Lemma. The 
2n eigen values: 
Lapiacian cnectrum of the graph c Il. (1. II contains the folio wing 
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and 
a+b+4 1 -- 
Pj= 
2 
+-$F@%+~v,, j= 1,2 ,..., n 
a+b+4 1 
P-j= 2 -T f(a-b)‘+8+4vj, j= 1,2 ,..., n 
where Vj'2 cos(2xjh) (j= 1,2, l mo,n). 
Proof. Enumerating the vertices of the graph in such a way that the vertices of one 
bipartition class are listed first, the others after, the Laplacian matrix has the form 
L =&,,o,b) = 
(a + 2)I,, - C 
_ cl 
(6 + 34, > 
where I,, is the n x n identity matrix, and C is an unoriented incidence matrix of C,,. 
(The unoriented incidence matrix is obtained from the oriented version-see for- 
mula (1 . 1)-by replacing each -1 with +l.) It is easy to see that 
& 
( 
(a’2 + 2)I,, + A,, - (a’+ b’)C 
- (a' + b’)C’ (b” + 2)1,1 + A,, > 
where a’= a + 2, b’= b + 2, and A,, = CC’ - 24, = C’C- 24, is the adjacency matrix 
of the n-cycle C,l. It follows that 
Lz--- ( a’+ b’)L + (a/b’- 2)1 - I,-( “d’ A”,). 
The eigenvalues of A, are Vj=2 cos(2nj/n), j= 1,2, . . ..n (cf. [5]). Consequently, 
the eigenvalues of L correspond to solutions of 
Ir’ -(a’+b’)p+(a’b’-2)=vj, j= 1,2,...,n (3.1) 
(each possibly twice). The solutions of (3.1) are precisely the numbers p+-j 
(j= 1,2, .. . . n). We have to show that for each j, pclj are both eigenvalues of L. 
Let US writep :=pcj, /A_ :=,cl_cj, where E E (- 1, + 11. Let x be an eigenvector of p, 
and let x’ be the vector obtained from x by multiplying the value X(D) with the cons- 
tant r = (p_ - a’)/(p - a’) for each vertex u of degree b + 2 (the second bipartition 
class). So x=x’ + xz and x’=x’ + rx2 where x’ is the restriction of x to t!re first, x2 
to the second bipartition class. It is easy to see that, since Lx=~x, 
Lx’ = a’x’ + (p - b’)x’, and Lx’ = (p - a’)x’ + b/x’. Consequently, 
Lx’=(a’+s(p-a’))x’+(p-b’-tsb’)x’ 
‘j-4-X’ +p_rx’=j4_x’. (3.2) 
The turning to the last row in (3.2) uses the fact that p and p_ are solutions of 
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(3.1), and hence (JA-&)(p-a’)=(~_ -b’)(p_ -a’). Finally, (3.2) shows that p and 
p_ are simultaneously eigenvalues of L. Cl 
We are ready to state our main results. 
3.3. Theorem. Let G be a d-regular graph of order n with m = +nd edges. Let 
tT,I6~S”‘~~,,+,,, be the Laplacian eigenvalues of the subdivision graph S(G) of 
G. Denote by Ki the ith smallest eigenvalue p+j of the graph G,,,d _Z,O (counting 
nuiltiplicities). If for some i 5 2n, 
Oi>Ki, (3.3) 
then G has no Hamilton cycle. 
Proof. If G has a Hamilton cycle, then C,t,+ z. is isomorphic to the restriction of 
S(G) to this cycle. By the Domain Monotonicity Theorem, (3.3) is not possible. 0 
The above proof gives an even more general result. 
3.4. Theorem. Let G be a d-regular graph of order n with m =+nd edges. Let 
01 IcT+~.. 50,,+,,, be the Laplacian eigenvalues of the subdivision graph S(G) of 
G. Denote by Ki the ith mallest eigenvalue p+-j of the graph Ck,, _ ~0 where k zs n. 
If for some i 5 2k, oi> Ki, then G contains no cycle of length k. 
Let us state the special case of cubic graphs (d = 3) separately. 
3.5. Corollary. Ler G be a cubic graph of order n, having no free edges, and let 
A,i&c... 5 A,, be its Laplacian eigenvalues. Fix k 5 n. Suppose that there is an in- 
dex i, 1 I is 2k, such that 
(i) isk and Aj>4-2cos(2nLi/2J/k), ot 
(ii) +n+ I-2ksiln and Ai<4-2cos(2nLf(Sn+2-2i)_I/k). 
Then G does not contain a cycle of length k. 
Proof. We shall use Theorem 3.4. The eigenvalues of Ck,,,o are by Lemma 3.2 
equal t0 p + j = +(5 f dq), vj=2 cos(2nj/k), and the eigenvalues of S(G) are by 
Lemma 3.1 equal to c-i= +(5 - I/m), 1 r&n, then a0 = 2 with multiplicity 
in, and Oi = $(S + iv), n L iz 1. Note that Ais6 (cf. Corollary 2.3) which im- 
plies that o_Ir~_21.*.16_,,<~o=2<~,~~a,,_,s=*.sol. Denote by Ki the ith 
smallest among the JJ kj (j = 1,2, . . . , k). For each i, let j(i) be such that Ki=,U”i(i). 
(a) For irk, the condition Ai(S(G)) =t~_i>Ki is equivalent o Ai(G)>4- Vlj(i)l. 
It is also easy to see that j(i) = -ii for even i, and j(i) = -(k-+(i- 1)) otherwise. 
SO, for each i, v j(i) = 2 COS(~X Li/2]/k). 
(b) For k<i+, Ai(S(G))>Ki is never satisfied since Ai(S(G))I2 and KiZ3. 
(C) For i>+z, ~i(S(G))=~5,1;2+,_i>Ki is equivalent to As<4-Vj(i), S= 
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$n + 1 - i. In this case j(i) = +i or j(i) = k - +(i - 1) again, so vjci, = 2 cos(2n Li/2J/k) 
for each i. Finally, our conditions A,< 4 - Q,), i = {n + 1, . . . ,2k, are equivalent to 
AsC4_Vj~~,,/z+I_~~, s=n,n-I,...,$n+l-2k. 
In each of the three cases the given condition violates the existence of a cycle of 
length k in G, as shown by Theorem 3.4. Cl 
3.6. Example. Petersen’s graph has the spectrum [4] 0,2,2,2,2,2,5,5,5,5. In par- 
ticular, A7 = 5. For k= 10, A,>$-2 cos(3n/5) = 4.618034. This provides an entirely 
algebraicproofof the well-known fact that the Petersen’s graph is not Hamiltonian. 
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